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INTODRUCTION
To me and my portfol io

Who is Arwen Raes

I am your regular product developer, spanking new from

the production l ine at our faculty of design sciences at

the university of Antwerp. I 'm general ly busy with al l kinds

of random projects which interest me at the moment.

Because of my introverted character I tend to be in the

background, making sure everything runs smoothly and

efficiently. I f it helps, according to an MBTI test my

personal ity described the INTJ type best, which I bel ieve

to be very accurate.

What I can do for you

Product developers general ly have a broad range of

knowledge, quite superficial knowledge however. The

main value a product developer brings is it's methodology

with al l it's related aspects and visual communication

skil ls. I 'm as good as a freshly graduated student can get

at both, yet more specifical ly I 'm quite good at sketching,

3D modell ing and rendering. However my interest

definitely are directed towards systemic design and it's

applications. A field in which I 'm currently trying to

develop myself in further. Furthermore I tend to keep a

birds eye view on projects, which enables me to

accurately steer a team in a more favorable direction.

Where I'm headed

There are three subjects that I general ly gravitate

towards. These subjects are: self-development, wicked

problems and problems in deep time and basical ly

anything in the realm of futurism and science. If I 'd ever

get the chance to develop myself further in these fields

I 'd gladly take it.

How do I plan to get there

Well , if you're reading in relation to an application it's

probobly quite clear. Your organisation is in my long-term

development plan. Knowing that I 'm taking te best

possible steps towards reaching my goals motivates me

greatly. The opposite, in case it's not the best choice, is

also true. So I 'l l make absolutely sure it's te first case!
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SKILLS
Programs, tools, languages

Programs

Solidworks
Blender
Adobe suit
Affinity suit
Arduino & Processing
HTML & CSS

Tools

Product development methodology
Project planning & management
Product Service Systems tools
Systemic Design tools
Technical analysis & verification tools
Business modell ing tools

Skills

Fuzzy front-end ideation
Sketching
3D rendering
Prototyping
User testing
Project management
Research
Statistical analysis

Languages

Dutch
English
French
Japanese

These are the skills which I mostly identify myself with.

Between these there is a difference in proficiency and

interest. The indications below are graded quite intuitively

and are a combination of these two aspects.
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2020

Design Goal

Product development receives a new home at a new

campus with more space and facil ities. With this change

we saw an opportunity to set up a design factory at the

new campus. My master thesis consisted of designing

this design factory from the ground up. The result would

be a conceptual design for the organisation. The thesis

consists of two parts. Firstly pril iminary research had to

be conducted to discover what design factories are,

what we know works, how they operate, what the

context is in Antwerp and it's innovation ecosystem.

The design adopts a systemic design approach, which

looks at the the stakeholders and it's interactions to find

the most impactful l leverage points.

For the research the fol lowing aspects have been taken

into account: The internal workings of academic

makerspaces, the context of the Antwerp Design

Factory, Networking & Collaboration, Resistance,

Stakeholders, Innovation, Psychology and Learning &

Teaching.

The first phase ends in putting together a design brief

which states al l the elements that need to be developed

and it's requirements.

The secod phase consists of a couple of sub-phases of

actual designing. After each phase the advancements

are verified so that the project keeps going in the right

direction.

Design Constraints

Defining the scope of the thesis was important and

useful . A student product development cannot set up an

organisation of this kind with no experience or in-depth

knowledge of how academic makerspaces and

organisations work. The thesis focused on how to

translate the leverage points that support innovation,

learning and col laboration while also supporting the

design factory's goals of valorisation and it's

interdiscipl inairy character to valuable solutions.

In this l ight the solution layed down the base on which

the design factory can start and further develop and

build upon.

Developed Skills

- A better understanding of organisations and the world

of innovation and entrepreneurship.

- How to gather information from existing solutions and

experts and translate it to the chal lenge at hand.

- Finding a way through complex designs while facing

inherent paradoxes.

- Experience through a multitude of various chal lenges,

this was by far the hardest and most

complex design for me yet.

Website

CLICK

An academic makerspace with a focus on innovation and valorisation.

MASTER THESIS
ANTWERP DESIGN FACTORY

https://www.adf.arwenraes.net
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CNC MILLING MACHINE 2020

Design Goal

This project concerns the building and editing an existing CNC design. Based on the

fol lowing design by Topsie on thingiverse: www.thingiverse.com/thing:381 3481 .

The chal lenge is to learn about parametric manufacturing methods and the

chal lenges that come with it when making a servo control led manufacturing device.

This is an ongoing project that continual ly improves on the current design of the

CNC mil l . The end goal wil l be to make the machine be able to mil l , print, write and

paint. The minimum requirement is that it should be able to mil l aluminium, however

slow it has to run. This project is also a starting point for more advanced machines

l ike the infamous 5-axis CNC mil l ing machine.

Design Constraints

For this project I had a l imited budget. The most expensive parts would be the

stepper driver and control ler board. These have been replaced by an arduino with a

stepper shield. Parts l ike the shaft nuts that are general ly also expensive have been

replaced by equal ly performing 3D printed ones, although they wil l probably not last

as long.

Developed Skills

After completing this project I definitely have gained the confidence to start a

project of which I have l ittle experience. I understand better now how machines are

constructed. I also have gathered a lot more experience in creating something that

actual ly works, I now have a better appreciation for the meaning of tolarances. This

project wasn't only very educative, but now also very useful l , since I 'm a CNC

machine richer. A skil l I can start te develop a lot more from now. Plus al l the new

things I can design and create using this machine.
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In the first step the different types of mil ls have been

analysed. This project actual ly started by making a pen

xy-core plotter. Which is basical ly a CNC but less sturdy.

Some pictures of the building proces of this version can

be seen below.

Design Proces

So after real izing this design was very unstable a new

one had to be made. So after choosing a particular

existing design and learning what made the last one fail

the current version was made as a base.

After printing and gathering al l the parts the CNC is

assembled.

Below is a picture of the current state of the CNC

machine. I t uses lead screws on al l axes and two for the

x-axis. CNCjs is used on my linux pc to control the

machine. One of the next changes that wil l have to be

made is adding a raspberry pi so that my pc doesn't

have to be connected constantly.

The CNC is quite loud and produces a lot of dust,

therefore I 've made a seperate tent outside to house this

device. This wil l from now on be the base of the

prototyping of my future projects, since I won't be able

to use the workshop of my campus anymore after

graduating.
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SYSTEMIC DESIGN
BOEIEN

2019

Design Goal

In this project the goal is to go through the Systemic Design Methodology and

ending with a game to val idate the resulting intervention strategies on poverty in

single-parent famil ies.

Design Constraints

There was a great constraint on the available time for this project. We had to gather

as much information as possible from our network and surroundings.

Developed Skills

This was the first project where the entire design processs of systemic design was

carried out. This proved to be very valuable and the tools used during this proces

have been essential in later projects. So now I have the basic knowledge of systemic

design, which can tackle complex social issues.
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Design Proces

Systemic Design Methodology

The whole point of this project was to

get famil iar with systemic design. The

proces goes as fol lows:

1 - Framing te system

2 - Listening to the system

3 - Understanding the system

4 - Defining the desired result

5 - Exploring the possibil ity space

6 - Designing the intervention model

7 - Fostering the transition

There are a lot of tools available to aid

in this proces. The il lustrations shown

here are the result of using those. One

of the main chal lenges was to get a lot

of information from the stakeholders of

the problem so that the system can be

laid out. We identified a core-system

and some key points. These were

translated into an intervention strategy

which can be seen below.

Some key points we tried to adress with this strategy were: health; social

isolation; the relationship with the child; and self image.

Tackling those points would have a positive effect on the system so that

a positive result could be expected for the target audience. To tackle

these points there are a lot of possibil ities, either by designing services,

products or changing the proces by which things are currently done. One

of the most powerful ways change can be initiated is legislative power.

There are a whole array of leverage points, so using those would be the

last step, which we didn't do for this exercise, is fostering the transition.
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INTERACTION DESIGN
PRESENTATION STAND

2019

Design Goal

Enabling meaningful interaction when operating an information stand. The idea

being that visitors to our campus could use this stand to browse through completed

master thesises of alumni. This is an exercise in Interaction Design, Prototyping,

Arduino and Processing. Made in col laboration with Esther Noëth and Malinga

Godderis.

Design Constraints

The design had to actual ly work. So in theory it should be able to get used by

visitors. There were a lot of concerns for safety, since we had to work with a high-

power laser projector. The main element of the design was already fixed. We had to

use a 'publ ic' space that was fil led in by the projected image on a wall , plus a

'personal ' space of wich the stand took that function. Our chal lenge was to explore

the possibil ities in terms of interaction between the 'publ ic' and 'personal ' space.

Developed Skills

Creating a functional prototype using both arduino and processing was a chal lenge.

The creation of the physical stand itself also. I think the most valuable skil l that was

the result of this project was to handle the correct proportions and dimensions. And

the most valuable lessons were that individual components can have a very lagre

impact on the final design. Also physical prototypes are essential so that the design

is used as intended (which wasn't always the case in this design).
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Design Proces

The proces of this project was quite chal lenging. Before

this we hadn't ever had to work with processing, let

alone the combination of arduino, processing and a

working prototype. So after defining the specifications

of the design we started sketching. A lot of crazy ideas

were thrown around and after some prototyping with

cardboard we final ly settled on a the basics of a

particular design. One with a screen, a control ler in front

of the screen and a big turning wheel behind the screen.

We prototyped a bit more with cardboard to get the

dimensions right and I started modell ing in 3D. Esther

mainly started the chal lenge of getting processing to

work. Malinga concerned herself with the practical part

of the design.

Later we found out that our current design would be very

difficult to manufacture and let it work with the

materials we had available, so we changed the design a

bit and started physical ly making the prototype out of

MDF.

I started the proces of getting the arduino side to work,

how the control ler would work en where al l the arduino

sensors would be located.

One of the interesting things was the turning wheel ,

which works by a radial optical encoder, which we had to

make largely from scratch. Luckily we had an enormous

amount of help by one of our mentors, Jochen Vleugels.
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ADVANCED PRODUCT DESIGN
TRIMMER

2018

Design Goal

This is an assignment about creating a new product l ine on DeWALT. This is just an

excercise for our classes and does not intend to be an actual design for DeWalt.

Chal lenge includes Brand design Translation Analysis and Product Design

Exploration. The chal lenge is to take an existing brand and extend it's product range

with a new type, the trimmer. This assignement is focussed on the design. The first

step is to analyse the brand, fol lowed by a synthesis of it's values and physical

characteristics. These are then implemented on the new product. The result is a

trimmer that looks and feels l ike the brand with a new element inspired from nature

and based on it's inherent character, instead of copy-pasting it's current design.

Design Constraints

One of the obvious constraints is that the design should look and feel l ike a DeWalt

product. I t cannot be a mere copy-paste, rather the underlying values and feel ing has

to be discovered and then translated onto a new line of products.

Developed Skills

My sketching, model l ing and sketching skil ls were definitely improved through this

exercise. This project has also given me a new perspective on designing objects and

style language.
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We started by extensively analysing the brand and it's

style. The point was to unearth the elements that make

up te brand. These are the physical elements as well as

their underlying values and meanings. A lot of tools are

available for this. The most prominent features were

discovered. This was the starting point for the actual

design process.

Using these features, the underlying values and

adjectives, in combination with inspiration from one

element of nature a new style had to be created that was

recognisably the same brand, but also innovative

enough for the new line of products.

The element of nature I chose were muscles. But rocks

seemed to work as well . These are both elements that

are in l ine with the values of DeWalt.

So after lots and lots of sketching I chose a design to

make in 3D. This design can be seen on the previous

page. Since this was a group assignement with Lou Van

Look and Malinga Godderis, they both made a design

also with different inspiration material .

Design Proces
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PRODUC SERVICE SYSTEM
LIFELONG LEARNING

2018

Design Goal

The Polygrow project entails a Product Service System Design process adressing

the theme lifelong learning. A platform for goal-setting and progress evaluation as

well as social interaction for feedback, motivation and inspiration. In col laboration

with Eva Wenborn and Lana Lambrechts.

Design Constraints

The biggest constraint and the whole point of this project was that the result had to

be a product-service system. So ideal ly the solution combined digital services and

physical products to attain the desired results.

Developed Skills

A lot of valuable tools have been used during this project. The methodology of PSS

is essential in the current product development philosophy. An other interesting skil l

that was well practiced during this project is project management and planning.

Which personal ly helped a ton.
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Design Proces

This project was built on a set of tools for PSS creation.

We started by defining the subjects of 'Personal ised

learning' and 'l ifelong learning'. By using the quadruple

hel ix model we tried to let the different players go into

interaction with each other.

We started with tools l ike a context map, stakeholder

dimensions and then interviews. From here we identified

some personas and set up a factors and themes map.

We explored our findings with rich pictures and created

a systems map. The next step was to map out the value

proposition and our respective intervention strategy. We

started exploring the possibil ities of our design

chal lenge by using paradoxal thinking methods and the

lotus blossom.

After this we experimented using the business model

canvas. and ended with a PSS map as seen below.

We used this map to start a traditional product-service

development proces. After the concept definition we

started prototyping. We ended up choosing to provide a

service using a digital platform. The UX design was

made by Eva Wenborn. The presentation picture of this

interface can be seen on the previous page.

The platform describes a way to learn new skil ls in a

constructive manner by combining a lot of existing

available materials/cources and providing long term

directions on the goals you personal ly would l ike to

achieve. I t's main premise states the fol lowing: Where

am I now, Where would I l ike to be -> Polygrow provides

guidance as to how to get there.
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UX DESIGN - PINPOINT
PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIENCE

2018

Design Goal

Here we had to explore the possible designs of a camera and projector based on the

user's experience. Made in col laboration with Eva Wenborn.

Design Constraints

Since we didn't actual l have to make the design there were no real constraints. Just

make for an interesting experience.

Developed Skills

One of the main skil ls I aqcuired here was the exploration in a 3D environment.

Combining this with sketching seems to be most effective.

Image by Eva Wenborn
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Design Proces

The proces started by searching for interesting

interactions. Rather experimental stuff. You can see a

video of this on my portfol io onl ine. (arwenraes.net).

After a couple of interactions were chosen to be

intersting, a design moodboard was created and we

started sketching.

I also started exploring in 3D, a couple of those

explorations can be seen below. After a lot of

experimenting with shapes, colours and concepts a final

design was chosen as a base.

The final design can be seen below. This is design wise

an update from the one on the page on the left, but

conceptual wise practical ly the same. If you'd l ike more

information about the final design it's al l on the videos

on the site.
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UNCOVR APP 2018

Design Goal

During a week-long design sprint we, with a group of five students made a concept

for an app. "Uncover the city using this fun, gamified app". The chal lenge is to del iver

a design tackl ing an issue or opportunity in the city in one week. The opportunity we

chose after walking through Antwerp for a morning was the fol lowing: lot's of

newcomers and tourists that don't know the city very well yet. When visiting a city

one needs to plan ahead on what to do. Not anymore! Added value for: newcomer,

city, merchants.

Design Constraints

We only had five days, minus one for the end-week presentation. The results had to

be sound business wise.

Developed Skills

This project definitely helped me understand business modell ing and creating value

from possible needs. I t also helped to be more efficient when working on a project.

The pace of decision making had to be very fast in which I real ised that the results,

wether decisions were made fast or slow, were practical ly the same. Apparently the

obvious choice can be the right one sometimes. This also made me real ise that

there is opportunity everywhere and al l things can be made better. No way of doing

things today is the best way, since it's surroundings change constantly.
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Design Proces

The proces went l ike a typical design sprint. We first

went out in the city and observed, took pictures, asked

some questions. When we came back to the campus we

shared our findings, identified an area of opportunity

and started from there. This was the apparent

aimlessness of tourists and new city inhabitants.

We used the tools of business modell ing early on to

shape our solution. After coming up with the idea of an

app that helped discover the city we started digital ly

prototyping.

In the end we had a minimal viable product that could be

tested by users. Using Buffl the app was rated using a

questionnaire by a various users in our target group. The

feedback proved that the concept was valuable. A video

explaining our design can be found on my website

(arwenraes.net).
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POLYGON 3D CHALLENGE 2018
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Design Goal

This is the application for a rendering/photography contest by polygon.

The goal was to design and render an interior based on the work of

photographer Jan Pypers. Made in col laboration with Stijn Liekens.

Design Constraints

The style of Jan Pypers had to be fol lowed. The image had to be made

entirely in a virtual environment.

Developed Skills

Lighting was an important factor in this project. Something I never real ly

thought about before when making renders. Although we didn't win this

teached me a lot about what makes an image appealing and a render

real istic.

Design Proces

After exploring the photographs of Jan Pypers, we first started sketching

some ideas. These inspired us in the direction of the final design (left).
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AURORA DIVERSITY AND
EQUALITY AWARD CUP DESIGN

2018

Design Goal

Designing and fabricating a cup for the Aurora Diversity and Equal ity Awards. The

chal lenge is to actual ly make the cup within the fixed budget and deadline. The

design of the image above was used to apply at the contest. The winner was given

the chance to actual ly fabricate the award. Having never actual ly made a finished

product before this proved to be quite a chal lenge.

Design Constraints

I had to make the award myself. I t couldn't be expensive. I t had to fol low the values

and philosophy of the contest.

Developed Skills

This was the very first time I made a physical object that was estheatical ly

appealing, and what a great time I had while doing so! I now know a bit about resin

casting and polishing. I also had to present this award in front of very knowledgable

people, which I learned was incredibly intimidating. Since then I am working on

improving my presentation skil ls, which sti l l have a long way to go.
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Design Proces

The design of the image at the bottom was used to

apply at the contest. The winner was given the chance to

actual ly fabricate the award. Having never actual ly made

a finished product before this proved to be quite a

chal lenge. Below are some pictures of the process.

The theory behind the design is as fol lows: Diversity,

Equal ity and different perspectives. These are the three

values that are strongly present in the philosophy of this

award. A strong metaphor that encompasses these

values is the relay stick. The relay stick represents the

evolution of a col laborative project very well . Each year

the award is given to the next team to carry on the

efforts. The faceted and transparent character of the

design represents the different perspectives each team

has on their chal lenges. The gradient from fuzzy to clear

further represents the trajectory such innovation

projects go through.

I t actual ly took two tries to get an adequate result. The

body was made in epoxy resin, the letters have been

printed and painted. To get the gradient effect with the

aurora logo I have printed the design on a transparent

sheet. These are stacked on top of each other to get the

desired depth perception. To prevent air from being

trapped between the sheets I have pre-fabricated the

core in a separate container as can be seen in the two

pictures above. Afterwards this is added to the main

body.
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TECHNICAL DESIGN
SPEED CAMERA

2017

Design Goal

Technical detail l ing of a mobile speed camera with Solidworks. In col laboration with

Merl in Bauwens and Sarah de Graaf. We rose to the chal lenge to make a complete

technical detail l ing of a product, the mobile speed camera. Starting from an existing

product concept. Taking into account al l norms and guidel ines. Understanding and

incorporating the entire production cycle in the design and assembly methods.

Using existing parts to build a new product. Val idating ergonomical ly and using a lot

of FMEA's.

Design Constraints

In this project technical constraints were very important. During this project FMEA's

have gotten a whole other meaning. Futhermore we had to take the entire

production and usage proces into account, from production to assembly to use.

Developed Skills

I definitely got better at modell ing with sheets in Solidworks after this project. I also

learned to make il lustrative animation of assemblies.
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Design Proces

This project starte by analysing an existing design by a

previous student. Our goal was to improve and detail

this design. Some prel iminary sketches were made to

explore the styles we could be fol lowing.

After an extensive FMEA analysis and looking up the

rules and regulations concerning speed camera's we set

up a design brief.

Then we quickly started modell ing in Solidworks. Since

we knew this was going to take a long time. At the same

time we explored the ergonomics of use and assembly

and made sure our design was fabricateble within the

use of standard metal plate sizes. We also layed out the

use of placing and operating the speed camera.

After we had a design we conducted some simple

strength tests on critical parts.

At the right you can find some renders of the final

design.
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DIGITAL SKETCHING 2017

Design Goal

This is self-explanatory. Bringing sketching skil ls into the digital realm.

Design Constraints

There are a lot of programs out there. I usual ly use the open-source ones.

Developed Skills

I have had the chance to learn to work with some paid sketching programs. Most of

them are similar anyways. The most value l ies with the operator of the program. I 'm

stil l struggel ing with freehand sketching using a wacom tablet. Sketching on paper

is much more intuitive since the l ine and end of the tool are directly connected.

However digital sketches can look much better once rendered. Something I got to

learn during the later years of my studies; I use digital sketching only when

somebody has to be convinced visual wise. Maybe if I get the opportunity to use a

professional wacom tablet with screen I 'l l get much faster with digital sketching,

possibly even faster than physical sketching.
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SOLIDWORKS SURFACING 2017

Design Goal

Creating a fun model using Solidworks Surfacing. With a focus on using Solidworks

Surfacing to create a dinosaur-l ike creature and somehow render it. I t was rendered

in blender though, since Solidworks visual ise wasn't a thing back then and blender

has a lot more flexibil ity and control over the results. I 'm also much more

comfortable with blender then solidworks visual ise. I also made a sort of robot

model because I had to much time and fun with this assignment.

Design Constraints

The model had to be made exclusively with sol idworks surfacing. The edges of

surface had to be smooth in a way that two adjacent surfaces fol low the exact same

curvature.

Developed Skills

Solidworks surfacing was easy to learn. I did learn a bit about rigging in blender

though. Also what it means for something to be cute.
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SOLIDWORKS
CONFIGURATIONS

2017

Design Goal

This exercise focused on getting to know Solidworks configurations. Specifical ly the

goal was to use Solidworks configurations to create an array of different bluetooth

speaker models and try to render it professionaly.

Design Constraints

We had to make use of configurations to show different styles of one model. The

speaker had to be made with three parts and in theory it should be possible to

fabricate the design.

Developed Skills

I now know how to use configurations. I had much more fun with the actual

rendering of the models. The small things and details make a model look real istic.
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